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Chapter 0143 Then I realized that Jessica had missed one. “What about Lynda?” I asked. “That one happened just a

few years ago.” Jessica sighed. That one Sheila did by herself. I do not know what triggered her to do it.

Lynda’s husband had minor surgery that required that he be hospitalized for a few days. After the surgery,

Sheila convinced Lynda to go home and rest while she and Sheila stayed at the hospital. While Lynda’s husband was

still coming out of the anesthesia, Sheila ‘took care of him’ in multiple ways. Sheila later feigned innocence, saying

she left while Lynda’s husband was still sleeping. Lynda had a hard time getting over what happened, she and

ended up rejecting and divorcing her husband a few months later.” What, the F&&k. That was all I could think at that

moment. What, the. F&&k, “Why the f&&k would Sheila and Stephanie do anything like that?” I asked, largely

rhetorically. No one responded. “If the victims never talked about what happened, how do you know about all of

this?” “Stephanie and Sheila took videos,” Joey said simply. My stomach dropped. I suddenly felt like I was going to

be sick. “You…. you have videos of all of this?” “Not all of it. But some of it. One of our members found them in

Stephanie’s room after she died. They are really hard to watch, so no one did so until recently. It turns out that

Stephanie and Sheila were pretty slo ppy about turning on and off the recording, so the videos catch a lot of

conversations towards the end that I do not think either of them expected to be captured on video. It helped to fill

in a lot of the blanks.” I rubbed my temples. “Where are the videos now?” “Dr. Hyder has them. He is ready to turn

them over to the werewolf council at a moment’s notice.” “You are telling me that all of this was going on -she-

wolves being trafficked; Lily being badly and horribly abused; and Stephanie and Sheila using the mate bond as

some sort of sick a&& experiment- and my parents KNEW this the whole time?!?!?” a Dr. Miller shook his head. “No, I

told you before. I do not think your parents have any clue about most of known. But they did not know, in large part

because they did not want to know. They chose to trust Margie with everything. Questioning or challenging Margie

was not something they were willing to do, and it was not something they were willing to let others do. Even when

there were clues that things were not right, they chose to bury their heads in the sand and look the other

way.” “Tyler,” I whispered to myself and to Luke. “All of this keeps coming right back to Tyler.” Had the Tyler incident

never happened, would Margie have ever been empowered to do what she did? Would all of these wolves ever been

hurt? Or would my father have stepped up like he should have from the beginning and stopped everything from day

one? “This is too evil to be explained just by Tyler, James,” Luke linked me. “This runs deeper than just Tyler. It has

to.” ***END OF FLASHBACK*** The hatred I felt towards my parents right now was unmatched. There was no

longer any doubt in my mind that they were unfit to run this pack, and they had not been fit to run this pack for

many years. A plan slowly formed in my head. It would take careful planning, but I cannot think of anything I want

more than to take Margie, Sheila, and my parents down. J Lady Gwen Author With this chapter, I will go and bide

now. I am scared to read the comments. I hate the last few chapters probably as much as you do, even though this

is where the story has been building for weeks.  Two more chapters will go up soon; they are from Lily’s POV. We are

done with the evil horrible awful stuff. 
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